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Learner Resource 4 Rhyme, rhythm, common hymn 
metre, focusing on “It was not Death, for I stood up”  
(AO2, AO4) 

Look at the three verses below:

Oh little town of Bethlehem 
How still we see thee lie 
Above thy dark and dreamless sleep 
The silent stars go by.

(Words: Phillip Brooks (1867) Music: Lewis Redner (1868))

Amazing Grace! How sweet the sound 
That saved a wretch like me! 
I once was lost, but now am found; 
Was blind, but now I see.

(Newton: 1772)

There is a house in New Orleans 
They call The Rising Sun 
It’s been the ruin of many a poor boy 
And God, I know, I’m one.

(The Animals, 1964 from Lomax, 1937)

Divide into three groups, and read all three verses out loud together in unison. This might take practice; as you read 
you should find that the rhythm of all three verses should match exactly.

Isaac Watts was a prolific and popular hymn writer in the 18th century in America, writing, for example, Christian 
Psalmody and Psalms: Hymns and Spiritual Songs. Dickinson had a copy of this in her house.

Look at the verse below, written by Isaac Watts, and compare it with the first verse of Dickinson’s “It was not Death, for I 
stood up”.

Death may dissolve my Body now 
And bear my spirit home 
Why do my minutes move so slow 
Nor my salvation come?

In pairs, read out Watts’ verse and then Dickinson’s. As one of you reads, the other should note where the stress falls. 
(Which words do you emphasise in each line?)

Compare your findings as a class, and discuss whether Dickinson’s use of punctuation might affect the way in which 
the metre is evident in her poetry.

Look at the following summaries:

The Ballad Form:

•	 Was a form originally designed for dancing

•	 Is written in quatrains, with a rhyming scheme of A, B, C, B

•	 Alternates between an iambic, four-stressed line (tetrameter) and an iambic three-stressed line (trimeter)

•	 Traditionally the subject matter is not drawn from scripture, but rather tells a story

•	 Often features a refrain or repeated phrase.
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The Common Metre or Hymn Metre:

•	 Is written in quatrains, with a rhyme scheme of A, B, A, B

•	 Uses alternating tetrameter and trimeter (three and four stress lines)

•	 Uses both iambic (unstress, stress) and trochaic feet (stress, unstress)

•	 Is often formal, always sacred. 

Return to “It was not Death” and use the summaries above to decide the way in which Dickinson uses the common 
metre and the ballad forms. What does she take from each? You could go on to look at “Because I could not stop for 
Death-“ and “I like to see it lap the Miles”, to analyse this further.

Divide into four groups. Each group is responsible for one aspect of the poem. After you have studied the poem and 
answered the questions you have been given, you will all be asked to move onto another table, so that you have one 
representative from each group on each table. You can then tell the other students what you have learned, and listen 
and make notes on what they have learned. This activity is commonly known as jigsawing.

Group 1: Metre, structure, form
Overview of the poem’s meaning: 
This is often considered to be a poem of definition, where the poet is attempting to explain the psychological state of 
despair by using concrete objects as analogies. 

There is a movement in the poem from an exploration of all the things that despair is not, through to a sense of what 
the state feels like (trapped and unable to breathe), finishing with an image of a rudderless boat, drifting far out at sea.

Metre, structure, form
1. Start by counting the syllables in each line. Note whether the patterns are broken. If they are broken, does it 

support or shape the meaning of the poem?
2. Read it aloud to discover the stress pattern: are the lines trochaic (stress unstress) or iambic (unstress stress)? Is 

there a pattern of four stresses (tetrameter) followed by three stresses (trimeter)? Is this pattern broken? If so, how 
does this shape the meaning?

3. How does the punctuation in the poem break the regularity of the metre? Are there punctuation marks that seem 
to echo the meaning of the line, for example? You might find the dash being used to control the pace of the poem 
perhaps. 

4. Is there a turning point in the poem? Does it reach a resolution? Is this reflected in the metre? 
5. In general, think about how Dickinson departs from the conventions of the common metre or the ballad form.

Group 2: Imagery, symbolism, lexis
Overview of the poem’s meaning: 
This is often considered to be a poem of definition, where the poet is attempting to explain the psychological state of 
despair by using concrete objects as analogies. 

There is a movement in the poem from an exploration of all the things that despair is not, through to a sense of what 
the state feels like (trapped and unable to breathe), finishing with an image of a rudderless boat, drifting far out at sea.

Imagery, symbolism, lexis
1. List the nouns that Dickinson uses to define despair. Can you group them into patterns: those associated with 

entrapment, for example? Are there the characteristic Dickinson patterns of contrasting light and dark, heat and 
cold, for instance?

2. Look at the nineteenth-century American English definitions of “Siroccos”, “Chancel”, “Repeal”, in Webster’s 1844 
dictionary (one that Dickinson regularly used):  do they differ from your understanding of these words? (see Emily 
Dickinson’s Lexicon at http://edl.byu.edu/lexicon/term/498377) 
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3. Which senses do the images in this poem draw on (sound, taste etc) and how does this add to your understanding 
of the poem?

4. What is the setting of this poem? Is it a recognisable place, or somewhere more abstract, or both?

Group 3: Voice and context
Overview of the poem’s meaning: 
This is often considered to be a poem of definition, where the poet is attempting to explain the psychological state of 
despair by using concrete objects as analogies. 

There is a movement in the poem from an exploration of all the things that despair is not, through to a sense of what 
the state feels like (trapped and unable to breathe), finishing with an image of a rudderless boat, drifting far out at sea.

Voice and context
1. Is this written with a first or third person narrator? What effect does the choice of narrator have on your 

understanding of the poem? (More distanced/more personal, for example)
2. Is the speaker evident throughout the poem? Contrast Verse 1 and Verse 6, for example.
3. Is it significant that this poem is thought to have been written the year after Dickinson experienced depression? 
4. Dickinson questioned her religious (Calvinist) upbringing: what role does God have in this poem?
5. One of the characteristics of the Metaphysical poets was the way in which they put two unlikely objects together 

in their imagery in order to illustrate an idea: to what extent is this true of this poem? 
6. What tone is evident in this poem? Does it change?
7. If you have time, look at “After great pain” and identify three ways you could link these two poems.

Group 4: Grammar and rhyme
Overview of the poem’s meaning: 
This is often considered to be a poem of definition, where the poet is attempting to explain the psychological state of 
despair by using concrete objects as analogies. 

There is a movement in the poem from an exploration of all the things that despair is not, through to a sense of what 
the state feels like (trapped and unable to breathe), finishing with an image of a rudderless boat, drifting far out at sea.

Grammar and rhyme
1. Analyse the rhyme scheme in this poem.
2. How many half or slant rhymes are there? How many full rhymes? In what way does Dickinson’s use of rhyme 

support the meaning of this poem?
3. There are only two full stops in this poem. Why do you think this is? Why are there none in verses two to four? 

What effect does the use of dashes create?
4. What repetitions of syntax do you notice in verses one and two?
5. Why do you think the poet chose to repeat the conjunction “and” in verse 4?
6. What do you notice about the types of verbs used at the start of the poem and those used at the end? 
7. Are there predominantly declarative or interrogatory sentences? How does this shape the meaning of the poem?
8. What do you notice about the tenses used in the poem? How does the tense change shape the meaning of the 

poem?


